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Abstract The tensor based classifier has attracted a great deal of interest, due to its representation of input
objects in a natural form in overcoming small sample size problems and in providing high classification
accuracy. Multi-Linear Discriminant Analysis (MLDA) is an efficient classifier, which employs tensor
properties to simplify computation and improve accuracy. In this study, a boosting framework is exploited
to further improve a tensor-based MLDA classifier. In the boosting framework, several weak learners
are trained with different distribution of training samples and, then, integrated with suitable weights
to build a strong classifier with a high generalization capacity. In our proposed method, namely BMLDA
(Boosted MLDA), the MLDA classifiers are weakened and considered as feature projection components
(weak learners) in the boosting framework. Finally, a Nearest Neighbor (NN) classifier makes the final
decision and enables the BMLDA to act as a multi-class classifier. To assess BMLDA, several versions
of Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) classifiers, such as boosted direct LDA, direct LDA, subclass-LDA,
MLDA and LDA, were implemented. Empirical evaluations on two real applications demonstrated that
the proposed BMLDA outperformed its competitors. The proposed method is beneficial in exploiting the
boosting framework to accommodate tensor-based learners that totally construct a powerful multi-class
ensemble classifier with much higher performance.
© 2012 Sharif University of Technology. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V.
Open access under CC BY license.1. Introduction
There is growing interest in developing an efficient and
robust classifier to solve a vast variety of pattern recognition
problems. The Fisher Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [1]
is a powerful method that has been widely used in several
feature extraction and classification problems. In the LDA
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doi:10.1016/j.scient.2011.09.020method, the boundary between classes is constructed based
on maximizing the ratio of between to within scatter matrices
(Fisher criterion) [1]. LDA incorporates all samples of classes
equally to form its boundary, while in some other methods,
such as support vectormachines and neural networks,marginal
samples play a more important role in constructing the final
boundary. To enhance the performance of this method in
problems where data distributions are not linearly separable or
have multi-modal or other structures, several edited versions
of LDA are proposed to overcome these drawbacks [2–7]. In
this way, boosted versions of the LDA classifier [2,3], i.e., Fuzzy
LDA [4], principal component LDA (PCA–LDA) [5], direct LDA [6],
weighted LDA [7] and Boosted Direct LDA (BDLDA) [3], have
been introduced and applied to many real applications, and
have shown their superior ability in comparison with the
standard Fisher LDA. For instance, weighted LDA tries to
minimize the effect of the outlier class on the boundary of
other classes [7], or PCA–LDA tries to diminish the input feature
evier B.V. Open access under CC BY license.
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LDA [5]. Direct-LDA (DLDA) emphasizes avoiding singularity
to determine the within-class scatter matrix [7]. To increase
the performance of each classifier, ensemble methods can
be used with a high capacity of generalization. In these
methods, instead of a single classifier, a group of classifiers
are trained separately and the final decision is made using
this committee of classifiers. Ensemble methods are utilized
for solving various problems, as well as obtaining higher
accuracy [3,8–11]. Lu et al. [3] proposed a Boosted Direct
LDA (BDLDA) classifier and applied it to the face recognition
problem. Experimental results showed that BDLDA acted more
accurately than both LDA and Direct-LDA (DLDA). All LDA-
based methods are vector based, since they mostly deal with
input objects as high dimensional vectors. When the number
of training samples is comparable with the input dimensions,
LDA is faced with the small sample size problem [12].
Recently, tensor based methods have attracted a great deal
of interest [12–18], due to a high recognition rate and a
natural representation of input objects in the original format
of tensors. Tensor representation makes ultimate use of the
underlying structure information of objects. In these methods,
input samples are represented as two, three or higher order
tensors. Corresponding to limited dimensions of tensors, the
small sample size problem is avoided, even when the number
of training data is limited. However, the performance of these
classifiers is limited in applications with high overlap between
training samples, especially in complicated problems. Multi-
linear LDA (MLDA) [13] is a recently proposed tensor based
classifier, where input images are represented as a tensor.
Since MLDA is a tensor-based version of the LDA method, and
the tensor is a concept from multi-linear algebra, it is named
Multi-linear LDA. Similar to LDA, the performance of MLDA
can be improved using the boosting method. In this study,
the boosting technique is adapted to increase MLDA accuracy.
Moreover, the Nearest Neighbor (NN) classifier is considered
a second stage classifier that makes the final decision. The
proposed method attempts to utilize the boosting framework
for a tensor-based classifier that takes input data in its original
form to avoid losing structural information and, also, to reduce
computational complexity. To evaluate the capability of the
proposed classifier, two datasets are considered to show its
ability to handle multi-class problems with high dimensional
features (ETH-80 dataset [19]) and datasets with Small Sample
Size (SSS) problems (Tulips1 dataset [20]). To have a fair
assessment of BMLDA, the performance of the proposed
classifier is compared to DLDA, Subclass Discriminant Analysis
(SDA), BDLDA and MLDA. Since the introduced approach is
adopted from MLDA and BDLDA structures, these methods
are considered competitors for the proposed classifier on the
two real applications including ETH-80 and Tulips1 [19,20].
Our experiments show that the novel classifier behaves more
efficiently than other methods in all cases. The rest of this
paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, the methodology
including a brief description of Adaboost, BDLDA, MLDA and
our novel classifier is presented. In Section 3, the used
datasets and corresponding preprocessing for experiments are
expressed. Section 4 presents the experimental results. Finally,
the discussion and conclusion are reported in Section 5.
2. Methodology
Since our proposed method is based on Adaboost, BDLDA,
and MLDA methods, first, these classifiers are explained, then,
the proposed method, which is based on a hybrid structure of
the mentioned methods, is introduced.2.1. Adaboost
Ensemble methods are able to enhance the accuracy of a
set of weak learners, as well as having a generalization abil-
ity in which the performance of each hypothesis (weak learner)
is a bit higher than random guessing. Ensemble methods, to-
tally, can be divided into two categories: boosting and bagging
[21–25]. Empirical evaluation of boosting and bagging algo-
rithms in terms of bias and variance shows that bagging reduces
the variance of the integrated classifier,while boostingmethods
reduce both the bias and variance of a set of weak learners [26].
In addition, boosting can be regarded as minimization of a con-
vex loss function over a convex set of functions [27]. Therefore,
the boosting framework is preferable to bagging in this study.
The well-known algorithm for boosting is AdaBoost (Adaptive
Boosting), which was introduced by Freund and Schapire [26].
AdaBoost is a self-organizing classifier that starts to train aweak
learner with all the training data in which all samples have
equal importance. Due to the low learning rate of each weak
learner, a part of the train samples is classified correctly, and the
next classifier concentrates on those samples that aremisclassi-
fied by the previous hypothesis. Thesemisclassified samples get
higher weights than the correct classified samples. Therefore,
each classifier is trained with an adapted distribution of data
corresponded to the former weak learner. Thus, Adaboost gen-
erates a set of classifiers and sequentially trains them with dif-
ferent distributions of train data. The final decision is taken by
the weighted summation of a diverse committee of classifiers
in which each classifier’s weight depends on its performance.
Quinlan [23] and Drucker and Cortes [24] applied boosting to
decision tree induction. They observed that the error signifi-
cantly decreased, and that the generalization error did not de-
grade as more classifiers were combined. The pseudo-code of a
boosting algorithm is briefly expressed in Figure 1.
Freund and Schapire [26] theoretically proved that by
adding a weak learner to the Adaboost construction, the error
rate is decreased exponentially, which guarantees the high
generalization capability of Adaboost.
2.2. BDLDA method
To increase the generalization of Adaboost, in some studies,
strong and stable classifiers, such as SVM and LDA, are
considered weak learners [3,28]. There are two reasons for
successful utilization of strong and stable classifiers in the
boosting framework. Firstly, when the classification problem
is complex, due to overlapping of data belonging to different
classes, even a strong classifier provides low accuracy and
can be considered a weak learning algorithm. Moreover, we
can weaken a strong classifier to adopt it into the boosting
framework. This can be achieved by training the classifier using
a small subset of training data [3]. Lu et al. [3] used this idea by
considering theDirect LDA (DLDA) classifier as aweak learner in
the boosting framework and proposed BDLDA algorithm. Since
the LDA is mostly a feature extractor, rather than a classifier,
the Nearest Center Classifier (NCC) is used in conjunction with
the DLDA to compose a weak learner. In this way, in each
epoch of the boosting algorithm, a classifier is trained by using a
weighted subset of the training data. However, the error used to
update weights is not an absolute error, but a degree to which
a sample might be misclassified. In the BDLDA, a version of the
NCC classifier is used, such that, based on the distance from a
sample to each class center, it gives a number between 0 and 1.
This number is a value that shows the similarity of a test sample
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namely, Pseudo-loss, which is computed as follows:
εt = 1/2

(zij)∈B
γt(zij, y)(1− ht(zij, yij)+ ht(zij, y)), (1)
where zij indicates the jth sample that belongs to the ith
class, yij is its corresponding label and y is a member of the
labels set. γt(zij, y) is defined on pairs of samples and labels
and represents a distribution over all mislabeled pairs. This
distribution represents the difficulty of distinguishing a sample
from an incorrect label. Using this type of error, the boosting
algorithm can continue until the pseudo-loss is slightly more
than random guessing. The pseudo-loss of each classifier is
also used to determine the confidence of that classifier for
making a final decision on the unseen data. To build a strong
connection between a weak learner and a booster, Pair-wise
Class Discriminant Distribution (PCDD) is applied. PCDD is
defined on each pair of classes:
At(p, q)
=
1/2

lp
j=1
γt(zpj, q)+
lq
j=1
γt(zqj, p)

, if p ≠ q
0, otherwise.
(2)
PCDD is a measure that reveals the difficulty of two class
separation, which shows the importance of this pair of classes
for separation in the t ’th iteration of the learning process.
At(p, q) is applied as a weight in between-class scatter
matrix [3].
Sˆb,t =
C
p=1
φpφ
T
p , φ = (Lp/N)1/2
C
q=1
A1/2t (p, q)(z¯p − z¯q), (3)
where Lp is the number of samples in the P ’th class. Thus, by
employing the weighted version of the between class scatter
matrix, for those classes that are hard-to-classify in projected
space in the t ’th iteration, their separability is improved in the
next iteration. Moreover, the weight of the within class scatter
matrix is defined as:
Sw,t = N
C
i=1
Li
j=1
Dˆt(zij)(zij − z¯i)(zij − z¯i)T , (4)
where Dˆt(zij) is called a pseudo sample distribution, which is
a distribution on training samples. This distribution assigns
weight to each sample. If the dependence of classifiers that are
generated in different rounds reduces, the generalization error
will decrease. The final classifier is a combination of trained
classifiers, based on their confidences.
2.3. Multi linear discriminant analysis
Recently, tensor-based or multi-linear classifiers have been
used in different applications including face recognition
[13,18], object recognition [14,18], visual object tracking [15]
and gait recognition [16,17]. These methods act strongly in
those applications in which input objects can be encoded
as tensors. The main advantages of these methods include
using tensor properties to preserve the original structure of
input objects, to decrease dimensions of feature vectors and to
simplify the computational complexity of the learning process.
A tensor is a multi dimensional array of numbers. The order of
tensor X ∈ Rm1×m2×···×mn is n, and an element of X is denotedby Xi1···in . Up to now, some operators are suggested in the tensor
algebra, such as the inner product of two tensors, X and Y
(which is defined as ⟨X, Y ⟩ = m1,...,mni1=1,...,in=1 Xi1···inYi1···in ), and
the norm of tensor X (which is defined as ∥X∥ = √⟨X, Y ⟩).
In addition, the distance between tensor X and Y is defined as
D (X, Y ) = ∥X − Y∥, and the k-mode product of an n order
tensor, X , and a matrix, A ∈ Rmk×mh , is an m1 × m2 × · · · ×
mk−1 ×mh ×mk+1 × · · · ×mn tensor denoted by Y = X ×k A.
Where Yi1,...,ik−1,j,ik+1,...,in =
mk
i=1 Xi1,...,ik−1,i,ik+1,...,in ∗ Ai,j∀
j = 1, . . . ,mh. A tensor can be unfolded along different
tensor directions. An n order tensor can be unfolded into
n − 1 order tensors in direction k. For example, a 3-order
tensor can be unfolded in 3 different directions into 2 order
tensors or matrices. In tensor based classification, input objects
are encoded to n order tensors. A tensor based discriminant
analysis, called Multi-Linear-Discriminant-Analysis (MLDA),
was proposed for the face recognition problem [13]. This
algorithm is based on the Discriminant Tensor Criterion (DTC)
which uses the LDA criterion in tensor space. In traditional
LDA, first, each object e.g., image, was vectorized and projected
to a very high dimensional space. Since, usually, the number
of images in the database is much less than the number of
feature dimensions, the Small Sample Size (SSS) problem [29]
appears, which leads to under-fit parameters of a classifier.
In contrast, MLDA preserves the underlying structure of input
objects by representing them as tensors. For example, a gray
scale image is represented as a second order tensor and a
colored image is encoded as a third order tensor. Therefore,
computational complexity, by applying two or higher order
tensors, is drastically reduced compared to the covariance
matrix of some vectorized images. Moreover, the column
vectors of the unfolded tensors are considered as new objects in
MLDA, which can be analyzed. A special discriminant analysis is
performed by computing the scatter matrix as the summation
of the scatter computed from the new samples with the same
column indices. Therefore, the small sample size problem and
the curse of the dimensionality dilemma are resolved. Similar to
LDA, in theMLDA algorithm, two scattermatrices are computed
from input data, which are used to obtain a transformation that
is applied to input feature objects in order to enhance accuracy.
In MLDA all computations are performed in tensor space by
using tensor algebra. Besides, obtained transformation in the
MLDA is multi-linear, where there is a sub-transformation for
each direction. If the k-order tensor is used to encode input
data objects, the obtained transformation consists of k sub-
transformations. In each iteration k of MLDA, the tensor objects
are unfolded along the kth direction (mode) and newobjects are
generated. The new objects are used to determine a transform
in that direction. The key point is that, before unfolding objects
in mode k, all object are transformed using other k − 1
transformations. The k-mode product is used to transform each
object in the k’th direction. Since each transform depends
on others, a mechanism, named the k-mode optimization, is
used to optimize the multi-linear transform. In this study, the
algorithm proposed by Yan et al. [13] is implemented to train
each individual classifier in which the weighted between- and
within-class scatter matrices are used. The following formulas
show how to determine the Sb and Sw . Since, in the proposed
boosting method, the pair wise distribution of classes is used
to enhance the separability of classes, the between and within
class scattermatrices in tensor representation are reformulated
pair-wisely as follows:
Sb =
C
j=1
C
i=1

X i − X j
 
X i − X j
T
, (5)
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C
j=1
Cj
i=1

Xi − X j
 
Xi − X j
T
, (6)
where C and Cj are the number of classes and number of tensor
objects in class j, respectively. Xi is the ith tensor object of class
i, and X j is the mean of the j-th class.
2.4. Boosted MLDA with nearest neighbor
In this part, the proposed method is introduced. As
mentioned above, our method is an ensemble classifier that
benefits from MLDA as a weak learner in the boosting
framework. Although it is shown that the MLDA is a powerful
classifier, especially in face recognition, in this study, applying
MLDA to lip reading and object categorizations did not provide
significant results. Our evaluation shows that in complex
classification problems with a great deal of overlapping
between samples, MLDA fails to achieve a high performance.
This motivated us to employ the boosting framework to
improve the MLDA performance, which is here called Boosted
MLDA (BMLDA). Since MLDA is a transformer that enhances
class separability in the tensor space, a second stage classifier
is needed to make the final decision. BMLDA uses Nearest
Neighbor (NN) along with MLDA in the boosting framework.
However, similar to LDA, MLDA is a strong and stable classifier
and is not suitable as a weak learner in the boosting framework.
To overcome this problem, MLDA is weakened, similar to
BDLDA [3], to gain higher accuracy in the BDLDA structure.
Moreover, instead of using the NCC in BDLDA, the NN classifier
is used here to evaluate the multi-linear transformation in
each epoch of boosting. The NN classifier is altered to return a
number in the range [0–1] for each validation sample. We call
this hypothesis the degree NN classifier, since instead of a class
label, it returns back the degree to which an input sample is
similar to each class label. This similarity (degree) is computed
using the NN classifier. This enables us to evaluate any MLDA
with the NN classifier by computing the error and confidence
of the classifier. In addition, this degree prevents halting the
boosting process in early iterations. Theweakening of theMLDA
learner is performed by reducing training data in each class.
To achieve this aim, r samples are selected per class to train
each multi-linear learner. The value of r must be determined
experimentally. All steps of the proposed BMLDA are shown in
the BMLDA pseudo code:
What follows is a brief description of the proposed
algorithm.All symbols andnotationused in the above algorithm
are summarized in Table 1.
The input of this algorithm is an n + 1 order tensor,
where n order input objects are folded as an n + 1 order
tensor. Another input is the number of epochs (T ) and the
weakness parameter (r) (number of training samples per class).
At each epoch (except the first iteration), the algorithm selects
r hardest samples of each class that have higher weights. In
the first iteration, since all samples have equal weights, the
algorithm randomly selects r samples per class. These selected
samples are called the learning set. The learning set is used
to generate a new classifier. In the initialization phase, the
mislabel distribution is uniformly initialized to 1/(N ∗ (C−1)),
which shows the potential of a sample to be wrongly classified,
where N and C are the number of samples and classes,
respectively. Steps 1–11 of the BMLDA algorithm repeats T
times and anMLDAwith a NN classifier is trained in each epoch.
In the first step, the pair-wise class distribution and weight ofTable 1: Symbols used in BMLDA algorithm.
Symbol Meaning
Zˆ Training set
clab Class labels of training samples
T Number of epochs
r Weakening parameter
D Entire data
Apq Pair-wise class distribution
γ Mislabel distribution
U t Weighted multi-linear transformation of epoch t
Z Projected training samples
ht NN degree classifier of epoch t
∈t Pseudo-loss
βt Confidence of ht
ci Class label of sample i
Dw Set of weights for entire samples D
training samples are updated using mislabel distribution. The
mislabel distribution shows the potential of each sample to be
misclassified into different classes. The pair-wise distribution
shows how hard every two classes can be separated from
each other. As initial values of matrix Apq show, initially,
all pairs of classes have the same separability. In step 4,
a multi linear transformation is obtained using the k-mode
optimization process of MLDA, after initialization of different
orientations of this transformation to identity matrices in step
3. In step 5, the new transformation is appended to the, so far
produced, multi-linear transformations (U). The training data
are mapped to new space, using the obtained transformation,
U t , of the current epoch, t , in step 6. In step 7, a hypothesis is
constructed using a degree NN classifier as the second stage for
decisions about the transformed training set. After applying the
hypothesis to transformed training data, the pseudo-loss (its
error) is calculated in step 8. In step 9, the confidence of the
constructed classifier, including a multi-linear transformation
and NN degree classifier, is computed. The confidence of any
classifier is determined according to its pseudo-loss value,
which is obtained by validation on transformed training objects.
The mislabel distribution, γ , is updated according to the
following formula (see Figure 2):
γ(i,j) = γ(i,j) × (βt (1−d(i,j)+d(i,j))), (7)
where βt is the confidence of the constructed classifier in epoch
t , and d (i, j) is the distance of the training tensor object, i,
to the nearest training tensor object of class j. In step 10,
the mislabel distribution is computed and updated for every
sample with respect to every class. Finally, in step 11, the
mislabel distribution is normalized, such that the summation of
probabilities becomes 1, as a requirement for every probability
distribution. It is important to note that in step 4, the MLDA
transformation is computed by using Eqs. (5) and (6), which
are weighted based on pair-wise distribution. As shown in the
first step, the pair-wise distribution and weight of training
samples are computed using mislabel distribution. The pair-
wise distribution and weight of training samples are used to
obtain better MLDA transformation in each epoch of BMLDA,
with respect to previously generated transformations. That is, a
newly generated transformation can enhance class separability
in new space and constitute a better hypothesis, along with
the NN degree classifier. The final classifier is achieved by
a combination of a T number of MLDA with NN classifiers.
Every classifier returns a degree of membership to each class.
Afterwards, the test set is applied to the BMLDA, which
contains multi-linear transformations that project inputs to
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other spaces. This projection is obtained by products of the test
set and obtainedmulti-linear transformations (U). Finally, these
projected tensor objects are classified by NN degree classifiers,
based on their confidences. Each object is assigned to the class
which has the maximummembership value.
3. Datasets
Themethodswere evaluatedusing twoapplications of visual
lip reading and object categorization. These applications are
selected, since they are hard and challenging classification
problems in the context of pattern recognition due to high
overlapping between objects of different classes. On the other
hand, objects in these applications are originally in the form
of an image, which can be encoded as second or higher order
tensors. In fact, our proposed method can be applied to any
problem in which objects can be encoded using tensors. The
first application is lip reading using visual features. The process
of using visualmodality is often referred to as lip reading,which
is to make sense of what someone is saying by watching the
movement of his/her lips.We have used the publically available
Tulips1 dataset [20]. It is a small database of 12 different
subjects, pronouncing the first four digits in English twice in
repetition. The pronunciation of each subject about each digit
is recorded in a number of separate images. The video part
consists of 934 gray scale lip images of size 100× 75, sampled
at the rate of 30 fps. Some examples of the original database are
depicted in Figure 3.
Each pronunciation includes a number of frames. The
number of frames is varied from one pronouncing to another.
Each pronunciation is encoded in the form of a second order
tensor. All tensors are aligned by an interpolation technique.
The second application is the object categorization. This
problem is in the context of computer vision. The ETH-80
database [19] is used for this experiment. The aim is to classify
images in known categories (e.g., orange, dog, car, etc.). Each
category includes images of ten objects. For every category of
this image database, one sample image is depicted in Figure 4.
Every object is photographed at 41 different orientations,
which, totally, contain a dataset of 410 images per category.
Since the number of categories is 8, the total number of images
is 3280. The pixel-based approach is used to represent each
object image when all are converted to a black and white
representation. The sub-image corresponding to the smallestFigure 2: BMLDA algorithm.
rectangle that circumscribes the silhouette of the object is
cropped. Since most images are taken with different sizes, all
images are resized to 25 by 30 pixels.
4. Experimental results
To show the superiority of the proposed tensor based
classifier, other state-of-the-art classifiers, including LDA [1],
Direct LDA (DLDA) [6], Subclass DA (SDA) [30], MLDA [13]
and BDLDA [3] are applied to the same data and obtained
results are compared. In fact, different linear and multi-linear
discriminant analysis methods are implemented to perform
fair comparisons and evaluations. All corresponding programs
were written using Matlab software, version 2006. The first
experiment is performed using preprocessed Tulips1 dataset,
as described in the previous section. For this experiment, the
leave-one speaker-out validationmethod is used to avoid using
a speaker’s features in both train and test phases. Hence, we
have used 12-fold cross validation, since the number of subjects
is 12. In each fold, samples of all speakers, except one, are used
for training, and out speaker samples (8 pronunciations) are
used to test the classifiers. Before computing the accuracy for
all methods, the weakening parameters of r and the number
of classifiers, T , must be determined for BDLDA and BMLDA.
The number of MLDA and BDLDA epochs (T ) and the number
of selected samples per class (r) are two important parameters
that can significantly affect the performance. Since in the
boosting algorithm increasing the number of learners does not
degrade the performance, we set this parameter to a large
enough number. Although we set T equal to 20, the higher
values would be also possible. However, a very large value of T
leads to generating very similar classifiers by boostingmethods,
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Sample per class (r) 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
BMLDA 68.75 72.91 76.04 80.20 81.25 79.16 75.00 73.95
BDLDA 22.06 23.71 24.20 24.88 25.00 24.07 24.00 23.16which is time consuming and does not increase accuracy.
For selecting the weakening parameter, r , several values are
possible. Various values of r between 2 and the number of
sample per class are tested by cross validation to select the
appropriate value. The value of r , having the highest accuracy, is
selected. For the Tulips1 dataset, the maximum possible value
of r is 22, due to using 22 samples per class for training. Our
experimental evaluation shows that the optimum value of the
weakening parameter for r is equal to 14. Different values of
r around the optimum, and their corresponding accuracy for
BMLDA and BDLDA, are shown in Table 2. Using these obtained
values, the constructed classifier is applied to the lip-reading
problem.
After determining the number of classifiers (T ) and the
weakening parameter, leave/one/speaker/out (12-folds cross
validation) is repeated for all other algorithms and average
classification rates, and corresponding standard deviations are
computed and plotted in Figure 5, using a bar chart. It should be
noted that high values of standard deviation (std) for different
methods are due to Leaving/One/Out (LOO) cross validation,
since in each fold, the classification rate is 0% or 100%. Therefore,
the std in the LOOmethod is much higher than other validation
methods, such as k/times/k/folds or bootstrapping. For MLDA
and BMLDA, the second order tensor is used to represent
objects, while for LDA and BDLDA, the objects are vectorized
and then these vectors are used as their input. As shown in
Figure 5, BMLDA is more efficient than MLDA, LDA and BDLDA
in terms of classification accuracy. In addition, BMLDA provided
a lower std compared to other methods.
As can be seen in Figure 5, BDLDA has a lower accuracy in
comparison with LDA, but the proposed BMLDA has higher
accuracy than multi-linear LDA. This shows that boosting a
tensor based (multi-linear) classifier is an effective approach. In
the MLDA and BMLDA, the natural representation of lip frames
in the form of a tensor object provides higher classification
accuracy, with respect to other methods. Comparing the
performance of MLDA and LDA also shows that the MLDA
approach is more suitable for this application, but has lower
accuracy than BMLDA.
The second experiment is applied to the preprocessed object
categorization dataset, as explained in the previous section. In
this experiment, again, a wide range ofmentioned discriminantFigure 5: The accuracy (in %) of LDA, DLDA, SDA, MLDA, BMLDA and BDLDA
methods on the Tulips1 dataset.
analysis methods is applied to the dataset and the results
are reported. Similar to the previous experiment, a leave/one
(object)/out (80-fold cross validation) test is used to evaluate
the classifiers’ performance. For the MLDA and BMLDA, each
object is represented using a two order tensor, while for the
other methods, each object is vectorized. The free parameters
of BMLDA and BDLDA are determined, similar to the previous
experiment. The number of classifier T is set to 40 and the
number of sample r per class is obtained equal to 198. The
resulting classification accuracy of all methods, along with
corresponding standard deviations, is shown in Figure 6. As
shown in this figure, BMLDA has the highest recognition rate
and lower std among other compared methods. After BMLDA,
the SDA classifier shows better accuracy than other LDA-
based methods. Since MLDA with NN as a weak learner uses
the natural representation of objects in second order tensors
and preserves the basic structure of the object, the boosting
framework has significantly improved classification accuracy.
Moreover, the overall number of samples is large, with respect
to the dimensionality of the training tensors.
To show the impact of applying a boosting algorithm to the
tensor based weak learner (MLDA), we compute the average
relative error reduction of BMLDA, with respect to MLDA.
This type of performance measure is used in [31] to evaluate
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methods on the ETH-80 dataset.
Table 3: Relative classification error reduction of BMLDA with respect to
MLDA.
Tulips1 ETH-80
MLDA 27.08 35
BMLDA 18.75 26.31
Relative error reduction 30.8% 24.8%
ensemble algorithms. Here, we use this measure to see the
impact of applying a boosting framework on MLDA. For two
classification algorithms, A and B, with classification errors,
ea and eb, the decrease in relative error between A and B is
(ea − eb)/ea. For example, if algorithm B has 1% error and
algorithm A has 2% error, the relative error reduction, B, with
respect to A, is 50%. The average relative error is the average
(over two above problems) of relative error between the pair
of compared algorithms. Table 3 shows the error of MLDA and
BMLDA in the above problems and the relative error reduction
of BMLDA compared to MLDA.
Based on Table 3, the average relative error reduction for
both applications is 27.8%. Therefore, the boosting algorithm
significantly improves the performance of BMLDA, compared
to MLDA. This also shows that the boosting algorithm can be
effective for tensor based classification algorithms. As can be
inferred from Figures 5 and 6, SDA has a better performance,
after the BMLDA, and is the strongest competitor for this
method in the above datasets. To show that the superiority of
BMLDA with respect to SDA is not by chance, we perform the
T -test experiment between classification accuracies of these
methods. The result of the paired T -test (for confidence interval
90%) shows that there is a true difference in the means of
accuracies. The computed values of the T for the experiments
of Tulips1 and ETH-80 are 1.825 and 1.661, respectively. Based
on the values of t-distribution, we conclude that the prediction
accuracy of BMDLA on both of the datasets is statistically better
than SDA.
5. Discussion and conclusion
In [3,13], BDLDA and MLDA are separately compared to
basic classifiers, such as LDA and K-NN. They showed that
MLDA and BDLDA classifiers acted much better than the basic
LDA and K-NN methods, especially in multi-class problems
with high dimensional input features, e.g., face recognition.
Hence, these two methods, inherently, have some positivecharacteristics. BDLDA uses a weakening framework, which
makes DLDA method suitable for boosting. On the other hand,
MLDA uses the tensor property of an object and, thus it does
not need to vectorize input objects. The vectorizing process
mostly leads to an increase in complexity and the Small Sample
Size (SSS) problem because the number of instances is much
lower than the number of dimensions [29]. The proposed
novel method uses the positive aspects of these algorithms to
enhance the performance. Since the BMLDA uses the MLDA
with the NN learner, it has a better computation complexity
because it does not need the vectorization of objects. Moreover,
BMLDA has a good generalization property because of using
the boosting framework. In order to employ MLDA in the
boosting framework, its accuracy should be a little better than
random guessing and must be slightly unstable. Thus, MLDA is
weakened by decreasing the number of train samples per class.
It should be noted that MLDA and BDLDA can be considered
as two different dimension reduction transforms. For example,
MLDA produces projection matrices in different directions (a
multi-linear transform). To assess each MLDA transformer, the
NN classifier is employed to give a classification degree of
samples corresponding to each class label. The BMLDA has a
better accuracy for hard classification problems. In the complex
problems, both MLDA and BDLDA have low performance
because classes have a high overlap with each other. Thus,
the decision boundary is complex and performances of these
methods are highly sensitive to marginal samples. Two well-
known hard pattern recognition problems, including object
categorization and lip-reading, are investigatedhere to evaluate
our method against other competitors. These problems are
hard and complex, since a wide range of classification methods
provide low performance when applied to these problems.
The experimental evaluations show that BDLDA in these two
problems even provides lower accuracy than its base learner
(LDA). In fact, representation of the objects as a one dimensional
(1-D) vector in LDA based algorithms leads to a SSS problem.
Although, in MLDA, the objects are represented in the form of
tensors and the SSS problemdoes not occur, it is not able to form
a flexible decision boundary. Similar to BDLDA, BMLDA has two
free parameters. These parameters are the number of generated
classifiers (T ) and the number of selected sample per class (r).
The number of classifiers is set to higher values of 20 and 40
for Tulips1 and ETH-80, respectively. However, setting the value
to a very large number increases the runtime, and the boosting
algorithm constructs similar classifiers that do not significantly
increase the accuracy, due to the low diversity of generated
classifiers. On the other hand, determining the weakening
parameter, r , is more challenging. The weakening parameter,
r , must be neither very low nor very high, since a small value
of r forms too weak and unreliable a learner, and in practical
application, the boosting may fail, given a very weak learner. In
contrast, a very large value of r , close to the number of samples
per class in the training set, forms a strong and stable MLDA
with the NN learner, which is inappropriate for the boosting
method. Therefore, the possible values of r must be evaluated
by cross validation. Our experimental evaluations for lip-
reading and object categorization show that an optimal value of
r is close to half the number of samples per class. The conducted
experiments give additional valuable results. BDLDA results
showed low accuracy in the two classification problems, even
using tuned parameters. However, BMLDA provides significant
results with lowest standard deviation on the Tulips1 dataset
(lip-reading) and ETH-8 (object categorization) compared to
LDA, BDLDA and MLDA approaches and other LDA based
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relative error reduction, with respect to the MLDA. In addition,
the MLDA, with NN as a weak learner, can operate better than
LDA with the NCC learner in the boosting framework. Using a
paired T -test on the results of the proposed method, compared
to SDA, shows the significant supremacy of BMLDA. Our study
shows that the performance of a tensor based classification
algorithm can be boosted for hard classification problems. For
future work, we will introduce new approaches to increase the
diversity of the generated tensor based classifier in the BMLDA.
In this way, we can prevent generation of similar weak learners,
to construct the ensemble using aminimal set of classifiers. This
leads to enhancing computational complexity in training and
testing phases of the proposed method.
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